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[T]he hermeneutic method as the method of ethics. consists in
grasping the'dynamic structure'of ningen sonzai through its most
basic everyday expressions. Ningen, sonzai in its everydayness,
constantly manifests itself in the practical conne,ctions' of life,
expression,. and understanding; and yet it does not become aware

.of this.as expression. Hence, the effort to realize it as expression
is a philosophical activity that assumes the form of a hermeneutic
method?

The man who is isolated - who is unable to share in the benefits
of political association, or has no need to· share because. he is
already self-sufficient - is no partof the polis, and must therefore
be either. a beast or a god. Man is thus intended by nature to be
a part of a political whole, and there is therefore an immanent

.impulse in all men towards an association of this 'order.2

The authority of totality operates here in the guise of the state,
and social ethics is protected from destruction by this authority.
But the real state includes communities ofsonzaiand societies of
mutual interest (Gesellschaft) as its substance. There is no
state. that is nothing more than a mere legal construction. The
'solidarity expressed legally falls short of expressing the way of
ningen,ifit is not backed by thecommunity of Banzai.3

,

Introduction

Rinrigaku (the Science of Ethics) is indisputably Watsuji Tetsuro's

magnum opus, and the work is said to have signified the apex ofhis academic

and philosophical achievement which began with the publication of its first

v()lume in 1934 and was completed with publication of the third volume in

1949.4 It was, to say the least, a majoi critique of and challenge to modern

(Western) philosophical anthropology. then in vogue, and still continues. to

generate considerable interest. and even controversy. The recent publication

ofthe English translation (1996), though not the entire work, is indicative, of '

this' trend.

'As will be discussed, below, his original contribution to the science. of

ethics is based on the Japanese concept of ningen (.A.ra'~ human being), thus

. his dictum that the study of ethics. is the study of ningen.

Watsuji's Rinrigaku is more than a treatise on ethics; rather it can be
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read as a work of political philosophy, if political philosophy is defined as a

reflection on the nature and essence of the political community (the nation).

Watsuji turns out to be more of an Aristotelian and for all intents and purposes

this can be shown through parallels between their structure of discourse.

Watsuji saw in Aristotle the prototypical science of ethics as the study of

ningen as well as the role of the polis (the nation) in the moral development of

people in everyday life.

At the· same time, there are some differences between· them as well.

Watsuji's unique conceptualization of ningen as "the betweenness," and as "the

dialectical unity of opposites" can be seen as going beyond Aristotle's Politics.

In his conceptualization the ethical drama of ningen unfolds in the process of

"double negation," where the self-reflexivity of ningen is discernible for the

development of national morality. For Watsuji, the structure of ningen sonzai .

as the basis of social ethics is primarily determined by its climatic-historical

"betweenness," or "burden," though reflexively turning toward a possible

universality or "one world". Watsriji's nation turns out to be of a particular

type whose position and implication in world history is both problematic and

suggestive.

Watsuji as Aristotelian

In the first volume of Rinrigaku (1934), Watsuji examines the practical

philosophy of Aristotle, Kant, Cohen, Hegel, Feuerbach, and Marx and

assesses the extent to which their ideas can be identified with the science of

ethics as the .study of ningen. In trying to identify the relevance of his

Rinrigaku to the history of Western thought, it is no accident that Watsuji goes

back· to ancient Greece when the word ethics first appeared. Watsuji finds

Aristotle's·concept of ethics very congenial, though not identical, to his concept

of 'ethics as· the study of ningen.

Aristotle was recognized as the first philosopher who wrote a

systematic treatise on ethics.5 Nonetheless,as pointed out by some (Watsuji
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refers to J. Barnett, The Ethics ofAristotle), the title of the Nicomachean

Ethics did not derive from Aristotle himself, but from a later generation.
. ....

Aristotle· intended neither to establish Ethics as an ind~pendent study (he

never used the word ethics as an noun), nor to separate the study of ethics from

that of politics. The point is that Aristotle ensured that both The Politics

(Politike) as well as the Nichomachean Ethics dealt with political matters.

Separating the two is not without some relevance, because they were written

in different times, and have been compared superficially. Ethics does not

seem to be a part of Politics, as Watsuji himself demurs. Nonetheless, judging

from the contents, Ethics in all respect anticipates Politi~s, and Politics too is

premised on Ethics.

In.other words, Ethics questions how man can attain the Good, and the

answer is that Politics as governance forms men's-character(personality),

which in turn facilitates man's good behavior. Politics in anticipating such

questions, thus seeks to provide and elucidate types of governance, political

institutions, and systems. Thus for Aristotle, Ethics and Politics constitute

one method which concerns the life of political man (men in the polis), and part

of political institutions in a more encompassing Politics (politike).6

Understood thus, .Watsuji continues, nowhere did Aristotle contemplate the

relationship between Ethics and Politics •in opposition to each other, as in the

case of modern· interpretations.

However, it does appear that· Aristotle is· contemplating the "Good"

from an individual standpoint in parts of the NicomacheanEthics, which in

fact later became the model for later study. On a closer look, it must be

concluded that only when these parts of the Nicomachean Ethics are treated

from the standpoint of the ·polis, is Ethics constituted as one single science as

such. As is spelt out at the end of the NicomacheanEthics, what ethics begins

to·· study is bound to be completed as ·philosophical· anthropology ·(he peri ta

anthropeia philosophia) through an investigation of the subject from the

standpoint of both the individual and social organizations. Watsuji furt~er
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contends that this philosophical anthropology truly corresponds to his ethics as

the study of ningen.7 Aristotle called the philosophy of man, the Politics

.(Politike), which was m~ant to be the science of man in the polis (polites). It

should be noted too that Aristotle showed us clearly that man should be

grasped not merely as an isolated individual, but as social being. It can be

said, thus, that Aristotle's science of man (anthropos) is at the same time the

science· of society so that its contents reveal the dual characteristic of human

existence.

Aristotle called such politike the master science (arkhitektonike) , and

treated it in a teleological manner in recognition of the highest telos which is

praxis; the other sciences are to be subordinated to it. This is the science of

ningen which accordingly purports to grasp the highest telos, the Good of

ningen (anthropinon agathon) , but to repeat, not from the standpoint of the

individual alone. Watsuji stresses that, when the two are compared the telos

of the polis is greater than that of the individual's and he quotes Aristotle8

thus:

True, the end of the individual is the same [in kind] as that of
the political community, [and from that· point· of view we might
also say that the end of the individual is the Good of man]; but,
even so, the end of the political community is [in degree] a
greater thing to attain and maintain, and athing more ultimate,
than the end of the individual9

As mentioned above, according to Watsuji, Aristotle's Ethics were

concerned with the "Good" ofman, meaning not of the individual, but of ningen.

Thus when his Ethics dealt with the "Good" as a problem of individual

consciousness, Aristotle did start his investigation by abstracting from

individual existence, ,as a matter of ·methodological convenience. It is true

that each telos even if subordinated to the higher telos (the Politics) must be

self-sufficient. For Aristotle, self-sufficiency (autarkeia) does not· mean that

man should lead an isolated life, but should be a member of the polis, because
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he is born as a social being (politikos).

Watsuji asserts that the highest telos is not merely· for men as

individuals, but for ningen. Methodological abstraction'Yas for convenience,

and not to be taken as admitting that the individualexistenc.e was the entire

reality. According to Watsuji, this "methodological individualism" did

subsequently generate the image of the Universal State in Hellenism, and gave

ris.e to individualistic ideas in modern bourgeois society as if that abstraction

was taken for. the real. Politics was supposed to bring the abstract individual

existence back to the dual characteristic of ningen, .but. Ethics was treated. as

independent of Politics and was thus subsequently misu~derstoodas private.

As discussed above, Watsuji contends that Aristotl~ did recognize the

dual characteristic of man (thus ningen)' as both indi~dual and social so that

Aristotle's idea' of a human being is not one that is' isolated from the polis.

Therefore, Watsuji argues, Aristotle's contradictory insistence on the self

sufficiency of individuals, and on the Polis existing "prior to individuals"l0 must

be seen in the context of the unity of the two. Watsuji's interpretation here is

that:

we have to see Aristotle's study of ningen in terms of the unity of
contradictions. It is certainly contradictory to admit the
individual as the basic reality, and to insist that the polis existed
prior to individuals. It points to the problem of the dialectical
relationship between the individuality and the totality of
ningen.ll

Thus it can be said that Aristotle did not insist on individualism over

against holism of his predecessors. When he abstracted' the individual

existence first in his study of m~n, it was for the purpose of clarifying the

practice of logos or reasoning thereby distinguishing man from animals and

plants as a methodological convenience. Even though he perceptively grasped

the dual characteristic inherent in man's social existence, he did not emphasize

at the outset the essence of ningen as the dual characteristic of individual and
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society. Even the practice of logos (man as rational animal) is not merely

individual.

Aristotle did depne man as a social being. . Man and woman cannot

exist alone, thus by nature they come to unite as a family. But, in this case, as

was pointed out earlier, the totality (wholeness) of a family comes prior to the

husband or wife or child as an individual. The demand of everybody's life is

satisfied in the totality. When a telos higher than the satisfaction of everyday

demands is contemplated, families together form a village; the most natural

village is one that is derived from the same family. Furthermore, when many

villages come to a union with an almost self-sufficient society, we see the Polis

emerge. The Polis as based on the necessity of life continues to exist for the

good life~ In a three-stage development, the Polis is the telos of families and

villages. Thus, according to Aristotle, each is by nature an expression of the

telos so that if the families and villages are based on the essence of man, the

Polis is· based on.an even deeper essence. Thus, man is by nature a political

animal (man in the Polis) so man is by nature ningen. So here too, one can

see a parallel between Aristotle's political animal and Watsuji's ningen.

Although Aristotle did grasp perceptively the dual characteristic

inherent in man's social existence, [the individual and society], Watsuji

demonstrated that he did not fully realize the two aspects of ningen coming

into unity. Even the practice of logos, by which Aristotle distinguished man

from animals or plants, is not devoid of its sociality. Watsuji contends that

Aristotle should have begun his ethical inquiry from the ~dual characteristic,

and not from an abstraction of individual existence. For Watsuji, the

Japanese concept of ningen provides the basis for the renewal of the

"concreteness"(~i*11)of ethical problems precisely because the problems of

ethics as the study of ningen are those involved "as a result of this dual

structure of human being."12
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Ethics as the Study of Ningen

The most distinguishing feature of Rinrigaku arises from theJapanese

concept of ningen as a relationship between individuals an~ society. This dual

. characteristic, Watsuji claims, is inherent in the essence, of ningen. If we

separate the two aspects of ningen as the study of man and the study of society
. .

respectively, we end up taking the abstract for the real, concrete being. This

has happened in modern anthropology, Watsuji argues, which removed the

human being from social groups, and dealt with him as if he was "a self

sustaining being." Thus the study of the problem of man in anthropology is

preoccupied with that of spirit, body, or the self.13 Watsuji claims that the

study of ethics must be based on the Japanese concept of ningen. In the first

line of Rinrigaku, Watsuji states that:

The essential significance of· the attempt to describe ethics as
the study of ningen consists in getting away from the
misconception, prevalent in the modern world, that ethics. is a
problem of individual consciousness only. This misconception
is based on the individualistic conception of a human being
inherent in the modern world. 14

In order to un4erstand the significance·of Rinrigaku before identifying

its contributions to political philosophy, an overview of Watsuji's concept of

ethics as the study of ningen is required. In his hermeneutic,· etymological

analysis of the four concepts, which all express t~e essence of ningen, he

defines more clearly that ·ethics is the study of ningen BODzai (human

existence). "The four basic concepts," as Watsuji calls them, are rinri(ethics),

ningen (human being), yononaka, or seken (society), and sonzai(existence).

The concept of ethics is expressed in Japanese by the word, rinri (ethic),

which is composed of the two Chinese characters,rin ('f1f8) and ri(JI). Rin in

Chinese mearisnakama (itIJ r~" fellowship) which signifies a system of human

relations of the kind that· "a definite group of persons have with respect to each

other," and at the same time, embraces individual persons· as determined by
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this system.15 The Confucian tradition of "the grand rin"(:*:flfH) of human

beings (the most important kinds of human relationships) conprises each

nakama (fellowship) of parent and child, lord and vassal, husband and wife,

young and old, friend and friend. And "each nakama is nothing but a manner

of interaction through which people have definite connections with each

other."16 Rin (fellowships) conceived of as "ways of ningerl' does not exist in

general. It is found in a specific form of practical relationship among human

beings.

It is important to note that the basis of each relationship is a moral

rule which exists prior to the individuals entering into the relationship. Thus,

as Watsuji explains:

[n]ow it is not the case that father and son first of all exist
separately, and then come to relate to each other in this way later
on. But rather, only through this relationship does the father
obtain his qualification as father, and the son his qualification as
son... only by virtue of the fact that they constitute 'one
fellowship,' do they become respectively father and son.17

The actors, however, cannot exist apart from these relationships, Le.,

the actors exist only together with the practical relationships. "But when

dynamic human existence IS actualized repeatedly, in a definite manner,"

'Yatsuji explains:

we can grasp this pattern that constantly makes its. appearance
in separation from "the basis of this dynamic sort of existence.
This pattern is rinof gorin gojo (]j..f1fft3i~) - the moral rules that
govern the five human relations - as transformed into noematic
meaning.18

The rin thus is a moral relational pattern repeatedly actualized, to which ri (JI,

reason, law) .in Chinese is added to express that pattern, which ·is taken to

mean that "ethics consists of the laws of social existence."19
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Watsuji's example above does not necessarily imply that ethics as such

are therefore established once and for all. There is always the possibility of

deviation from the established patterns, or even of extinction. In this sense,

he argues:

we can say that communal existence contains the danger of
extinction on each and every occasion...human existence as such
infinitely aims at the realization of communal existence by
virtue of the fact that human beings are ningen. Because of
this, the pattern of practical connections already realized serves,
at the same time, as a pattern yet to be achieved. Therefore,
although ethics is already what is without being merely what
should be, it is also regarded as what should be achieved
infinitely, without thereby being- a mere law ofbeing.20

Thus his illustration of the grand rin, orgorin-gojo is not meant to

"revitalize the ideology of social ethics of ancient China," but to "restore the

significance of ethics as the way inherent in human beings," the point being

that "through and through, ethics is concerned with those problems that

prevail betweenpersons."21 This illustration clarifies the original meaning of

the concept of ethics as -the relationship ~etween person and person, the

communal nature of human existence, the resulting patterns of fellowship (Le.,

nakama, practical connections), which is the formal definition of ethics. Thus

he develops the argument that the nature of ethics has to be examined by

asking what each person is in hislher "concreteness," and for Watsuji it is

nlngen.

The hermeneutic, etymological analysis of the Japanese concept of

ningen -reveals that this concept includes the dual characteristic of an

individual andsociety i.e., ningendefinedas the betweenness (aidagara, ra'*Pi)

of individual and society. According to Watsuji, the -literal meaning of the

Chinese character of ningen (.Ara') indicates the betweenness of human being

(Le., the p~blic). The Japanesehistoricap-y interpretedthe meaning of ningen

to signify hito (A, an individual) just as the German word Zwischen den
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Menschen (or das Zwischenmenschliche) was abstracted to denote Mensch - an

individual human bein~2. The fact that this historical misunderstanding of

ningen. as hito (an indiyidual) albeit unconsciously did occur socially proves to

him sqmething important in that ningen means hito (an individual) as well.

In the historical evolution of the Japanese word, hito comes to mean the "other"

as opposed to oneself, as in term "one speaks"; it (hito) further denotes the

public (mA). In other words, the Japanese word, hito retains the original

meaning of the betweenness (the public). Ningen therefore is not only the

betweenness of hito, but also the betweenness of the selfwith the other and the

public. Considered thus, what enables hito to be the self and the other is the

fact that the concept is already based on the betweenness of hito (AI~ACAC

O)ra,m, hito wa hito to hito to no aidagara). Therefore ningen is defined as

bothoneself and the other, or individual and society (the public).

What do words like homo or anthropos mean in this connection?

Watsuji clarifies that homo or anthropos do not contain in themselves the

meaning of the other (i.e., the public) even when they are used in the plural or

used to mean "him" to emphasize someone being named. In French, homo in

its usage comes to separate homme and on, just as in German, (even though

deriving from the same adjective. Mann), the word, Mensch (individual) is an

entirely different word from man (the public). In English the word man

means hito (individual) excluding all the connotation of the self, the. other and

.the public.23

The Japanese concept of ningen as clarified above is therefore that a

human being is "capable of being an individual and at the same time also a

member of a society." Ningen gives most adequate expression to. this double

or dual characteristic, "a distinctive conception of human being." Watsuji

asserts furthermore that:

if we want to conceive of a human being in its concreteness, then
the two must be one single 'study of the human,' of ningen... For
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the attempt to comprehend the individual and society as the
double or dual characteristic of ningen and thereby to uncover
there humankind's most authentic essence, can by no means be
implemented from a standpoint that presupposes a primary
distinction between individual and society.24

The concept of ningen expressed by the Japanese word, seken (ttra') or

yononaka (tto)~) and sonzai (ffl£) also reveals ningen as subjective existence,

spatio-temporal (also climatic-historical in Watsuji's sense), as briefly

discussed below. The Japanese word, yononaka or seken (the public, society)

is composed of the Chinese characters of yo and naka. llJ (tt) of yononaka (tt

(J) tP) denotes the meaning of society as used in everyday life in the phrases

such as "yo-no-naka-ni-deru" (entering into society), "yo-wo-suteru" (abandon

the society), or "yo-watari" (living in the society), thus a word yo by itself

undoubtedly carries the meaning of the human community (society). As

Watsuji explains,Yo initially meant a generation (it) or time (~), on the one

hand, and naka (~) or aida, the spatialbetweenness, on the other hand. As

the everyday use ofyo (tt) came to denote the meaning of the community and

time (temporality), and, likewise, aida (ra') or naka (~) came to mean the

spatiality associated with the human relations. For example, the everyday

.usage of "danjo no naka" (between man and woman), or "fufu no naka"

(between husband and· wife) illustrates the relationship as the practical

relationship between person and person. That" is whyaidagara (the

betweenness) and practical interconnections (kouiteki renkan - fT~~)lI~J)

came to mean the same.

It should be noted here, however, that the betweenness or relationship

is not a static space as expressed in the phrase such as "hetween the desks," or

" in the water," but is a living, ·dynamic betweenness, as ningen sonzaiis "an

incessant movement."25 What is more, yononaka ·(society) as practical

interconnection necessarily included the meaning of "subjective extension,"

which is betweenness (aida, naka) as much as the transitory practical
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interconnection of acts is the dynamic movement of ningen. Therefore, it

must be pointed out that when people grasped the meaning of seken or

yononaka as community or society, they at the same time grasped its spatio

temporal character, the climatic-historical character of society.

The meaning of the Japanese word, sonzai (existence) IS also

understood as the "practical interconnection of acts" of ningen, or strictly

speaking, ningen sonzai (human existence). 'Again, back to the original

meaning of the word, son (ff) of sonzai (ff1£) does not simply mean something

is there, but "the self-sustenance' of the self' as it denotes the temporal,

subjective, practical action of ningen (as in the case of Confucius). Zai (1£)

means "being in a certain place," not only in a spatial sense, but also in a social

sense as in the phrases zai-shuku (1'£~, being in an inn), zai-taku (1'£~, being

at home), and zai-kyo (1£$J, being in a hometown) exemplify. Zai thus

clarified is suggestive of the fact that there exists a being as a subjective action

in some human, relationship. That men come and go freely in the human

relationship indicates a subjective, practical communication taking place

within a betweenness of persons.

It is equally true to say that no one can be in a society without such

practical action. Thus son and zai taken together means the subje'ct's self

possession in the betweenness, thus ningen possesses its own being. Bonzai,

therefore, is strictly speaking the practical in the connection of acts, ningen
. .

sonzai.26 As Watsuji' elsewhere elucidates the meaning of sonzai, "[i]f it is

tenable to. hold that son (ff) is the self-sustenance of the self and zai (1£) means

to remain within human relations, then son-zai is precisely the sustenance of

the self as betweenness." That is, it means that ningen possesses itself. We

could also simply say that sonzai is "the interconnection of., acts of ningen."

Hence, in the strict sense of the word, "son-zai is only applied to ningen.,,27
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Implications

In the preceding discussion, Watsuji hermeneutically revealed the four

basic attributes (ethics, the received meaning of ningen, society, existence)

which Watsuji used to be conceptualize concept of ningen. As Watsuji

, contends, on the basis of the evolved meani~gs of the word the Japanese have

produced "a distinctive conception of human being" according to which ningen

possesses "the dual character of being subjective communal existence as the

interconnection of acts, at the same time, it connotes an individual that acts

through these 'connections.,,28' According to this idea, ningen is the public

while at the same time the individual human being living within it. In the

same way, we recall (i.e., yo-no-naka) how the betweenness (aidagara.) came to

mean the same as practical relationships so that ningenrefers not merely to an

individual human being nor merely to society. The difference between ningen

and anthropoB lies precisely in the fact that the nature of ningen is disclosedin

the dual characteristic of being both "public" and "individual" human beings.

Thus,ningen cannotbe conceived of as an isolated individual, which is abstract

and illusory. Understood thus, Watsuji makes an important point that:

What is recognizable here is a dialectical unity of those double
characteristics that are inherent in.a human'being... in so.far, as
ningen' also refers to the public, it is also refers to that
community which exists between person and person, thus
signifying society as well, and not' just isolated human beings.
Precisely because of this meaning, it isningen. Hence, oneself
and the other are absolutely separated from each' other but,
nevertheless, both become one in communal existence.
Individuals are basically different from society and yet dissolve
into society. Ningen denotes the unity of these contradictions.
Unless,.we ,.keep· this dialectical structure in mind, we cannot
underst~nd the essence of ningen.29

So it is here that Watsuji's point of departure from Aristotle is

recognizable, for human 'existence (ningen Bonzal) is disclosed in the dialectical

unity of the opposites of individual and the public... Also Watsuji'sdescription
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of ningen as a dynamic being is recognizable here in the fact that human

existence is "an incessant movement" towards the reunification of the

individual and the public. It is thus in the structure of ningen sonzai that a

movement of negation is recognized. Furthermore, the reunification of. the

individual and the public manifests itself in the double negation constituting

"a single ·movement."30:

The negation of negation is the self-returning and self-realizing
movement of the absolute totality that is precisely social ethics.
Therefore, the· basic principle of social ethics is the realization of
totality (as the negation of negation) through the individual.3!

Thus, a possible solution to Aristotle's "reunification" problem of ethics

and the polis (the nation) can be seen in the dialectical unity of the opposites at

the level of the structure of solidarity, which inheres in these system of social

ethics. As Watsuji suggests, "[w]e shall try to grasp solidarity from the

viewpoint of the community of sonzai," which can be followed "pyramidically,

from the simple sonzaicommunity relating two persons up to the complicated

one of the national connection."32 It can however be shown schematically

here.'

There are two moments involved in the double negation for the

reunification of the above concepts. One moment of negation is seen when the

acting subject or group comes to establish the individual as against totality

(the negation of totality). In the second moment the negation of the

individual occurs when the individual self-reflexively "surrenders to the

totality." As Watsujistates, "[a]partfrom the self-awareness of an individual,

there are no social ethics." If the situation can be related to social groups, the

second moment is disclosed when the solidarity with its own law of social

ethics is recognized a~ a "defective form of solidarity." This dialectical process

of unity/disruptionl reunification seems endless, for. the movement of negation

is incessant, and "in any totality whatsoever, ... the individuality is not

extinguished without a residue."33
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It is also important to observe that, since many forms of solidarity

"overlap pyramidically," "each sanzai-community always has both a private

and public character; the closer the community of sanzai, the more privacy is

intensified." Whenever "privacy" mediates the unity of social ethics, it will

not thereby cease to be private, though it prevents the emergence of truth

inherent in ningen. Larger organizations such as societies of mutual interest

(Gesellschaft), or what Watsuji calls "egoistically connected societies" may

draw lessons concerning communal structure from the community of sanzai,

without making sanzai communal. They may formally make use of "trust,

sincerity, service, responsibility, obligation," etc., without much substance,

revealing "deprived forms of social ethics."84 Watsuji points out, "these

deprived forms make us conscious of solidarity all the morecstrongly."

On the other hand, the communal character of the state with its legal

system of social ethics becomes a "uniformly tightened system" with little

flexibility where each structure of solidarity is. given expression in legal

fashion so that "responsibility and obligation are imposed compulsorily." The

state with a legalist bent, while protecting social ethics from destruction,

assumes the authority of totality. Because of the fact that the solidarity

expressed legally falls short of expressing the way of ningen, if it is not backed

up by the community of sanzai, Watsuji speaks of the real [concrete1 state

which includes· "communities of sanzai and societies of mutual· interest

(Gesellschaft) as.its.substance."35

In the last section of the third volume of Rinrigaku published in 1949,

Watsuji explores the ways in which Japan participated in the formation of

what he called "one world," when the emergence of the Cold War was

discernible. One point looms large and consistent with his perspective is that

each nation is shaped by its own historical-climatic conditions and that none of

us should expect the advent of the "universal state" as such. Instead, he

advocates the idea of the unity in diversity, which shuns the idea of the

cultural assimilation of one nation by another. The realization of the idea of
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the unity in diversity is quite compatible with participation in the formation of

the "one world," by not wiping out one's own partic~larity, but rather

promoting it as the t8:sk for the future. We needmore than ever before to

acquaint ourselves with the historical-climatic perspective, so he suggests.

The necessary first step is to "know yourself," or your own cultural traditions,

to cultivate the sense of what constrains our perspective. The policy of

"national seclusion" (1l1~1) weighs heavily on Japan even today he claimed.

Particularly lamentable· for him was the belief that Japan created itself in

isolation. Even after the "sudden" repeal of that policy, Japan hardly

reflected on the significance of this experience; his particular apprehension

was Japan's inability to transcend this myopic view of the world. Adopting

foreign cultures byway of accepting their cultural activities becomes in turn a

means of shaping Japan's .own national character. This perhaps is the most

important "ought" (sollen) or requirement for Japan to participate in the

formation of the "one world." This point echoes his voice that was inscribed in

the first volume of Rinrigaku thus:

The significance of world history lies in this; that the way of
ningen .is realized in a variety of climatic and historical
types., Just as the universal is capable of being universal
only through its particular materialization. In this way,
only where each historical nation ·aims at· the formation of
totality in its particularity, do international relations
become possible, in the true sense of the word. An
approach that attempts to be international by ignoring
nationality is nothing more than an abstract illusion.36
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